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A: i'm not sure why you are using double encoded urls(perhaps this is just a placeholder and the non-encoded version will come
at a later date?) but anyway... you need to do a 301 Moved Permanently HTTP response to redirect the browser to the non-

encoded version of the URL: header("HTTP/1.1 301 Moved Permanently"); header("Location: ".urlencode("")); exit; this is how
I do it for iframes too (a 301 redirect to the iframe src attribute) header('HTTP/1.1 301 Moved Permanently');

header("Location: "); exit; and I also do this redirect on pages I'm having trouble with to the non-encoded version of the url
when I suspect the problem might be their encoding (instead of in the middle of page loading, I redirect them to a page

explaining why the redirect is occurring, and then redirect them to the non-encoded version) “Yellow Vest” protest leader says
he is not racist, and two other members are under investigation This article is more than 2 years old This article is more than 2
years old The yellow vest protester who played a key role in France’s unrest has said he is not a racist, and that he was not the
one who made racist comments during a rally against a controversial fuel tax. “I am not racist, I don’t hate anyone because of
their beliefs,” Jerome Rodrigues, the leader of the “Yellow Vest” protests, wrote on Twitter on Friday. Rodrigues said he had
been fired from his job at the electricity company EDF as part of investigations into his comments during the violent protests.

Play Video 3:13 Yellow vests protest in Paris as steel band 'Bagdad' plays – video In the statement, Rodrigues said his comments
had been taken out of context. Rodrigues – who was a shareholder at the energy company – was speaking at the demonstration

against a hike in taxes on petrol and diesel on the eve of a key round of the French elections, which are due to take place on
Sunday. The statement described the tax as a “progressive tax” 3da54e8ca3
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